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Abstract: The paper addresses the issue of transitivity splits, that is, a cross-linguistic pre-
disposition of particular verb classes for transitive or intransitive encoding. Taking Tsunodaʼs 
（1981; 1985） verb type hierarchy as a point of departure, it is argued that the hierarchy gains 
in semantic coherence if recast as a two-dimensional hierarchy （or a two-dimensional se-
mantic map）. The two-dimensional hierarchy can account for counterexamples to the one-di-
mensional hierarchy, as well as allows comparing languages （e.g., English vs. Japanese） 
more consistently with respect to transitivity extensions along each of the two dimensions.
《要旨》本稿は分裂他動性を考察する。即ち，ある出来事を描写するのに，他動詞を用いるか，
自動詞を用いるかに関する通言語的な傾向を考察する。本稿は，Tsunoda（1981, 1985）の動詞
階層を出発点として，この階層を二次元の階層（または二次元の意味地図）に修正すれば，意味
的に一貫したものになることを示す。二次元の階層を用いると，一次元の階層の反例を説明でき
る。更に，諸言語（例えば英語と日本語）の間に見られる違いを一貫した原理で説明できる。
1. Transitivity splits and verb type hierarchies
In the early 1980ies two important studies appeared, both advocating a prototype approach to 
the notion of transitivity: Hopper & Thompson （1980） and Tsunoda （1981）. In an inﬂuential 
paper Hopper & Thompson argued that transitivity is a gradable and multi-factorial notion. 
Among the features contributing to high transitivity they mention both parameters relating to 
participants of the event, such as the subjectʼs volitionality and the objectʼs affectedness and 
deﬁniteness, as well as properties of the event itself, such as perfectivity, afﬁrmativity and 
reality. A similar approach has been independently proposed by Tsunoda （1981）, who sug-
gests that a two-argument clause will receive a transitive encoding, if it satisﬁes the Effec-
tiveness Condition （EF-CON）. EF-CON is again seen as a multi-factorial notion including 
such parameters as impingement of action on O2 （O is affected and/or attained）, O-individu-
1 The present paper originated in the project “Case cross-linguistically” conducted at the university of Nijmegen in 
2003-2006, and draws on Malchukov （2005） and subsequent publications （e.g., Malchukov and de Swart 2009）. 
Recently, this topic has been taken up in the research project on valency classes currently conducted at Max Planck 
Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology （Leipzig）. 
2 The following abbreviations are used in the text/glosses: A = transitive subject; ABS = absolutive case; ACC = 
accusative case; ADVL = adverbializer; AGRabs = absolutive （S/O） agreement paradigm; AGRdat = agreement 
with indirect （dative） object; AGRs = agreement with S; AGRo = agreement with O; ALL = allative case; AOR = 
aorist; CL = class/gender marker; COND = conditional; DAT = dative case; DECL = declarative （mood）; DU = 
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ation （speciﬁcity, deﬁniteness）, completedness of the verbal action, actuality and telicity of 
the event. As compared to Hopper & Thompsonʼs article, Tsunodaʼs paper is somewhat re-
stricted in scope as it primarily focuses on ergative languages （alternations of the ergative 
and intransitive patterns）. On the other hand, it is broader in scope in that it pertains not only 
to transitivity alternations, also discussed by Hopper & Thompson, where the same verb 
takes alternative case-frames depending on the properties of the clause （tense/aspect/mood 
（TAM） properties）, but also to verb splits, where different lexical classes of verbs subcate-
gorise for different case-frames. Tsunoda makes an important point that “TAM splits ［i.e. 
transitivity alternations, A.M.］ and verb splits are fundamentally no different from each oth-
er, their semantics and case-marking mechanisms being governed by the common principles” 
（Tsunoda 1981: 391）. The principles alluded to in the quote above pertain to EF-CON. For 
example, it has been observed that incompleteness/ imperfectivity can condition a transitivity 
alternation in some languages; not surprisingly, the verbs, which like look for include the 
property of non-completeness into their lexical meaning, tend to select for an intransitive pat-
tern. Similarly, since dynamicity/telicity has been identiﬁed as a factor contributing to high 
transitivity in TAM-conditioned transitivity alternations, it is not surprising that intrinsically 
stative verbs such as like, which lack these characteristics, often fail to take a transitive case-
frame. 
In the present review I continue the line of research on transitivity splits pioneered by 
Tsunoda.3 As a starting point I shall take the verb type hierarchy proposed in Tsunodaʼs origi-
nal publication （Tsunoda 1981）, and elaborated on in （Tsunoda 1985）. In these articles 
Tsunoda suggested the following hierarchy of verb types that predicts distribution of intransi-
tive and transitive patterns in individual languages:
Effective action>> Perception >> Pursuit >>Knowledge >>Feeling >> Relation 
The hierarchy above represents a scale stretching from the more transitive verb types on the 
left to the less transitive verb types on the right. It is called a hierarchy since it predicts that if 
a verb type lower in the hierarchy allows for a transitive case frame （NOM-ACC in accusa-
tive languages or ERG-ABS in ergative languages）, so do the verb types higher in the hierar-
chy. The hierarchy is semantically grounded in that the verb classes higher in the hierarchy 
conform to the transitivity prototype （in Tsunodaʼs terms, satisfy the EF-CON）, while those 
further to the right fail EF-CON on one or several dimensions. For example, verbs of feeling 
（cf. like, fear） are lower on the transitivity hierarchy since an object of liking （unlike an ob-
ject of killing or breaking） is less affected and the event itself is atelic. Tsunoda also provid-
ed cross-linguistic data in support of the hierarchy （see table 3 in Tsunoda 1981）. In particu-
lar, he shows that while some languages （like Eskimo） extend the transitive frame all the 
way down the hierarchy, other languages show earlier cut-off points. Thus in Djaru （Austra-
lian） effective action and perception predicates pattern transitively, while for lower types the 
dual; ERG = ergative case; F = feminine （gender）; FUT = future tense; IF = illocutionary force marker; IMPFV = 
imperfective aspect; INCH = inchoative aspect; LOC = locative case; M = masculine gender; N = neutrum （gen-
der）; NOM = nominative case; O = （direct） object; OBJ = object marker; OBL = oblique object; PL = plural; 
POST-EL = post-elative case; PRES = present tense; PROG = progressive aspect; REP = repetitive aspect; REFL = 
reﬂexive marker; S = intransitive subject; SG = singular; TAM = tense/aspect/mood marker; TOP = topic marker.
3 Transitivity alternations are not addressed in this paper; but see, e.g., Aissen （2003） on Differential Object 
Marking, the papers in de Hoop and de Swart （2008） on differential subject marking, and Malchukov （2006） and 
de Hoop & Malchukov （2008） on the issue of transitivity alternations in general.
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transitive ERG-ABS frame alternates with an intransitive one （cf. （14） below）, and in Avar 
（Daghestanian） even perception verbs pattern intransitively （taking an OBL-ABS frame; see 
（12） – （13） below）.
Tsunodaʼs work has been assessed in the typological literature as a major contribution to 
the cross-linguistic research on the valency patterns for particular verb classes （cf. Drossard 
1991, Lehmann 1991: 186, Lazard 1998: 61）. Nevertheless, some open questions have been 
noted as well. The hierarchy seems to conﬂate several semantic dimensions （Lehmann 1991: 
234） and a strict ordering of intermediate verb types seems to be questionable （Lazard 1998: 
60） as some verb types are ranked one way in some language and the other way in a differ-
ent language. This holds, in particular, for the ordering of mental verbs （perception and emo-
tion） with respect to pursuit verbs. 
In fact, some typologists have expressed scepticism concerning a possibility of estab-
lishing a proper hierarchy of verb classes since it will presuppose an in-depth research into 
the whole verbal and adjectival vocabulary in a wide range of languages （Lehmann 1991: 
187）. This can be a reason why this line of research has not been systematically pursued in 
the subsequent typological literature, and typologists addressing this topic such as Drossard 
（1991） and Lazard （1998） did not attempt to elaborate on the verb type hierarchy or present 
a new hierarchy with more predictive power. Nevertheless, following up on Tsunodaʼs work, 
I will argue that constructing a universally valid hierarchy is feasible. To this end in §2 I pro-
pose to decompose Tsunodaʼs hierarchy, recasting it in the form of a two-dimensional seman-
tic map. In §3–4 I present some data in support of the particular “routes” （sub-hierarchies） 
on the semantic map, based on Tsunodaʼs work, as well as on subsequent descriptive and ty-
pological studies. In §5 I summarize the conclusions, as well as note some open questions 
which are addressed in my current research project on valency classes at Max Planck Insti-
tute for Evolutionary Anthropology in Leipzig.
2. Decomposing Tsunoda’s hierarchy
There is a general consensus in the functional-typological literature as to what constitutes a 
semantically transitive construction （cf. e.g., Hopper & Thompson 1980, Comrie 1989, 
Givón 1985, Dixon 1994, Palmer 1994, Lazard 1998）. Thus, Givón （1985: 90） identiﬁes the 
following properties as contributing to semantic transitivity:
a） 　 Agent-related: The prototypical transitive clause has a visible, salient, volitional, 
controlling agent-cause which initiates the event;
b） 　 Patient-related: The prototypical transitive clause has a visible, salient, non-voli-
tional, non-controlling patient-effect which registers the bulk of change associated 
with the event;
c） 　 Verb-related: The prototypical transitive clause has a compact, perfective, realis verb 
or verbal tense-aspect-modality.
Thus, the transitive prototype is deﬁned in terms of the role properties of its core argu-
ments, as well as the properties of the verb itself （the latter properties corresponding to the 
TAM properties described by Hopper & Thompson and Tsunoda will not concern us here）. 
While there is general consensus that the transitivity prototype should appeal to semantic 
roles of its arguments, there is much less agreement how the semantic roles themselves 
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should be deﬁned. In some approaches going back to the classic Fillmorian Case Grammar 
tradition semantic roles are used as labels or supplied with informal deﬁnitions （cf. Givónʼs 
deﬁnition above）, in some other they are characterized in terms of binary features （e.g., 
Rozwadowska 1988）, or derived from the position of semantic arguments in the event struc-
ture or – in somewhat different terms – in the lexical-semantic representation of the verbʼs 
meaning （cf. van Valin & Lapolla 1997, Rappaport & Levin 1998, Croft 1991, Wunderlich 
1997）. The latter approach seems to be most promising, but deﬁnitions have not been offered 
so far for all argument roles that will concern us here. Therefore, I shall use traditional labels 
for Semantic （Thematic） Roles as familiar from the literature, and further view them as 
multi-factorial and, consequently, gradient concepts （cf. Palmer 1994）.
While a canonical transitive construction should conform to a certain semantic transitive 
prototype, no such prototype is available for an intransitive construction. In fact, the intransi-
tive construction is rather deﬁned in negative terms, as a clause not conforming in formal and 
semantic terms to the transitive prototype. However, deviations from the prototype may be 
numerous. To begin with a verb may have only one argument （which may additionally be 
more similar either to A or O）. Additionally if a verb has two arguments, O may not repre-
sent a typical （affected） Patient and A may not be a typical （controlling） Agent. 
Now, it is clear from looking at Tsunodaʼs verb hierarchy that we are dealing with dif-
ferent deviations from the transitivity prototype. If we compare the canonical transitive （ef-
fective action） verbs with the pursuit type, we witness a difference in affectedness: while O 
is affected （undergoes some change） in the former case, it is not affected in the latter case, 
as an action is merely intended but not realized （cf. wait for, search）. In this respect, verbs of 
contact like hit are intermediate between the effective action and pursuit types, as they refer 
to an action that has taken place but not necessarily yielded a result （change of state of O）. 
Thus, one can set up a hierarchy of decreased Patienthood （affectedness of the O participant） 
where ʻbreakʼ ranks higher than ʻhitʼ and ʻhitʼ ranks higher than ʻsearchʼ. In other words, ʻbreakʼ
-verbs and ʻsearchʼ-verbs differ in argument structure: the argument structure of the former is 
Agent-Patient, while the argument structure of the latter is Agent-Goal. Still clearer instantia-
tions of the Goal role are objects of （two argument） motion verbs, which constitute a maxi-
mal deviation from transitivity along this dimension. 
On the other hand, the difference in argument structure between canonical transitives 
and mental verbs such as see and like is more profound and complex, as the differences relate 
not only to properties of O but more importantly to properties of A as well. Indeed, also here 
as in the case of pursuit verbs, we are envisaging decreased patienthood on the part of O. 
Still more importantly, these verbs instantiate a deviation from the agentive prototype on the 
part of A: the A of emotional predicates is not a controlling but rather an affected participant. 
In other words, the argument structure of mental verbs is Experiencer-Stimulus, rather than 
Agent-Patient. The shift in argument structure along this dimension is also gradual, inasmuch 
as perception predicates like ʻseeʼ are arguably intermediate between ʻbreakʼ and ʻlikeʼ types. 
On the one hand, one can follow Kemmer （1993: 137） in her suggestion that experiencers of 
perception verbs are less typical than those of emotion verbs since the former are less affect-
ed. On the other hand, even though the object of perception is physically unaffected, as long 
as a visual image is obtained, the action can qualify as resultative and the O as more Patient-
like （see Tsunoda 1981）. Finally, sensation predicates （such as freeze, be sick） deviate argu-
ably even further from transitivity prototype than emotion predicates, since Experiencer is 
their only argument, while many emotion predicates （like, fear） take two argument （admit-
tedly, the situation is less clear with predicates like be worried, be sad, which fall in between 
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two-argument and one-argument predicates）.
Let us sum up the discussion. Above I have argued that the verb type hierarchy pro-
posed by Tsunoda conﬂates two different dimensions: a （sub-）hierarchy of decreased pati-
enthood on the part of O argument （that leads from ʻbreakʼ to ʻgoʼ）, and another （sub-）hier-
archy that additionally involves decreased agentivity on the part of the A participant （that 
leads from ʻbreakʼ to ʻfreezeʼ）. The new – two dimensional – hierarchy is represented below 
（verb types absent on Tsunodaʼs hierarchy are in parentheses）: 
Effective
action
pursuitcontact (motion)
perception
cognition
emotion (sensation)
This scheme above represents a ʻsemantic mapʼ inasmuch as the adjacent verb types 
show semantic afﬁnities （see Haspelmath 2003 for discussion of the semantic map ap-
proach）. On the assumption of form-function iconicity, which underlies the semantic map 
methodology, it is expected that the map should be contiguous. That is, if two categories 
（here, verb types） on the map share a certain case-frame this will hold for intermediate cate-
gories as well. For example, if emotion verbs share the transitive case frame with the effec-
tive action verbs, the intermediate types – perception and cognition – should allow for the 
transitive pattern as well.  On the other hand, inasmuch as the proposed semantic map pre-
serves the initial insight of Tsunodaʼs hierarchy in being oriented from more transitive to less 
transitive verb types, it can also be called a two-dimensional hierarchy. As noted by 
Haspelmath 2003, hierarchies have more predictive power than semantic maps, since apart 
from predictions based on contiguity requirements, they generate predictions based on the 
directionality of the map: if categories lower on a hierarchy display a certain pattern （the 
transitive pattern, in our case）, categories higher in the hierarchy should display this pattern 
as well. 
An important qualiﬁcation is in need here, though. An implicational hierarchy dealing 
with semantic classes should be formulated in existential terms （for some member of the 
class X） rather than universal terms （for every member of the class X）; see Cristofaro 
（2003） for a recent discussion of ʻquantiﬁedʼ implicational universals. That is, if some mem-
ber（s） of the semantic class X displays a particular morpho-syntactic characteristic, the hier-
archy would predict that some member（s） from the semantic classes higher in the hierarchy 
will display this characteristic as well （given, naturally, that this characteristic is associated 
with the high ranking in the hierarchy）. This is a common assumption in typological research 
dealing with semantic classes. Thus, Dixon （1977） in his well-known typological study of 
adjectives, formulates a generalization to the effect that if （some of the） non-basic property 
words （e.g. human propensity items） pattern as adjectives in a particular language, （some of 
the） basic property words （referring to value, size, age and colour） should do the same 
（while the opposite does not hold, of course; that is, languages having a closed class of ad-
jectives may well conﬁne this class to the basic property words）. Thus, although the verb 
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type hierarchy cannot predict for every lexical item which case frame it selects,4 it can pre-
dict that if there are some verbs from a type lower in the hierarchy that take a transitive pat-
tern there should also be found some verbs from types higher in the hierarchy that do the 
same.
Generally, I assume with functional linguists such as Givón, Croft, Dixon, Tsunoda, 
Lazard that while in all languages clauses, which conform to the transitivity prototype will 
receive a transitive encoding, languages will differ in the extent to which a transitive con-
struction will be extended to other clause types departing from the transitive prototype. Such 
extensions can be conceived as metaphoric extensions from one semantic domain to the oth-
er, as suggested by Givón （1984） and Rice （1987）. （For example, the notion of object af-
fectedness clearly needs reinterpretation when one shifts from a domain of physical actions 
to the domain of mental events.） Alternatively, it can be regarded as assimilation of minor 
sentence types to the major construction, as suggested by Lazard, who views the transitive 
clause as a major construction type for two-actant action verbs, serving as a model for other 
two-actant patterns （Lazard 1998: 40）. In any case a language may conﬁne a transitive con-
struction to some domain in the hierarchy presented above, or extend it to some further point 
down the hierarchy. In the next sections I present evidence for the different cut-off points for 
such an extension on the two-dimensional hierarchy, drawing on the data presented in 
Tsunodaʼs publications as well as in subsequent typological and descriptive studies. The data 
pertaining to particular sub-hierarchies will be presented separately; in §3 I present evidence 
for the ranking of the verb types on the sub-hierarchy leading from ʻbreakʼ to ʻgoʼ, while in §4 
I shall present evidence for the ranking of the verb types on the sub-hierarchy leading from 
ʻbreakʼ to ʻfreezeʼ （see Malchukov 2005; see also Beavers 2006; Malchukov & de Swart 
2009, Beavers 2010; von Heusinger & Kaiser 2010 for more discussion of transitivity splits）.
3. Route 1 on the semantic map: From ‘break’ to ‘go’
Evidence for this sub-hierarchy is easy to obtain, in fact ample evidence was provided al-
ready in Tsunodaʼs initial publication. Below I shall present evidence for the ranking on this 
（sub-）hierarchy focussing on cases where a verb type higher in the hierarchy takes the tran-
sitive case-frame, while the verb types lower in the hierarchy take the intransitive case frame.
3.1. break > hit
Most languages seem to assimilate contact verbs like hit and touch to transitives. Yet, already 
in European languages we can observe that ʻirresultativeʼ verbs like hit and touch may di-
verge from canonical transitives （the ʻresultativeʼ subtype of effective action verbs） in behav-
iour. As noted by Tsunoda （1981）, many of these verbs in English show an alternation be-
tween a transitive and prepositional O construction, while ʻresultativeʼ transitives do not （cf. 
hit at and *break at; see Levin （1993: 41–43） for further discussion of the ʻconative alterna-
tionʼ）. 5
4 In fact, Lucassen （1985: 258） expresses doubt in feasibility of cross-linguistic generalizations about valency 
patterns of verb types referring to the fact that in Abkhaz ʻseeʼ is transitive while ʻhearʼ is not.
5 Admittedly, not all groups of contact verbs participate in the “conative alternation”: thus, while Levinʼs （1993） 
hit-verbs allow such alternation, touch-verbs do not. However, there are other syntactic characteristics that indicate 
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Some other languages offer more straightforward evidence for the reduced transitivity 
of the contact verbs. Thus, it is well-known that in many Caucasian languages “verbs of sur-
face contact” including such items as ʻhitʼ, ʻbiteʼ, ʻkissʼ, ʻpinchʼ take an oblique O （Klimov & 
Alekseev 1980: 180）. Consider the following example from Chechen-Ingush （Daghestani-
an）:
Ingush （Nichols 1994: 188）
（1） Da:s           woCa:      b-iett
 father-ERG son.DAT CL-beat（PRES）
 ʻThe father beats his sonʼ
As illustrated in （1）, in Ingush contact verbs take the patient in the DAT rather than absolu-
tive case thus deviating from the ergative pattern. Admittedly the origin of this case-marking 
pattern in Daghestanian languages is due to the fact that ditransitives take the notional instru-
ment as a direct O （cf. Klimov & Alekseev 1980）. This is particularly evident for Chechen-
Ingush, where an example like （1） can still be interpreted as a ditransitive construction in-
volving the understood （omitted） absolutive O bi: ʻﬁstʼ （see Nichols 1994: 188）. However, 
this interpretation cannot be generalized – at least in synchronic terms – to other Caucasian 
languages, Kartvelian and West-Caucasian where contact verbs pattern intransitively as well. 
Consider an example from Abkhaz （West-Caucasian）:
Abkhaz （Lucassen 1985: 260）
（2） D-sə-sə-yL
 3sg/AGRabs-1sg/AGRdat-beat-TAM
 ʻHe beats meʼ
In Abkhaz, encoding of grammatical relations manifests itself in agreement rather than mor-
phological case. The verb in （2） cross-references both arguments, but differs structurally 
from the transitive in that it involves ʻabsolutiveʼ and ʻdativeʼ AGR preﬁxes rather than ʻerga-
tiveʼ and ʻabsolutiveʼ; also the order of AGR markers is different from the transitive pattern. 
In many other languages, such as Tibetan mentioned by Tsunoda （1981）, contact verbs 
pattern intransitively as well. In Amele, which makes a three-way distinction between transi-
tive （with a full paradigm of object AGR）, half-transitive （with a restricted AGRo）, and the 
intransitive （lacking AGRo） verbs, includes q-oc ʻhitʼ in the half-transitive class （Roberts 
1987: 285）. In Trumai （language isolate, South American） the verb for ʻbiteʼ takes the ABS-
DAT rather than ergative pattern, just as other ʻaiming verbsʼ （Lazard 1998: 147）. A more 
complex case is represented by Marathi, a split ergative Indo-Aryan language. Marathi, 
makes no formal distinction between ʻbreakʼ and ʻhitʼ verbs in imperfective tenses, since ACC 
is identical to DAT. However, the difference between the two becomes obvious once one re-
gards case marking in perfective tenses. Since Marathi is a split ergative language with an 
aspect-based split, in perfective tenses the direct O of ʻbreakʼ verbs appears in the NOM case, 
while the O of ʻhitʼ retains its case just as other indirect objects.
lower transitivity of contact verbs from either class, for example, neither permits the “middle alternation” （cf. it 
breaks easily, *hits easily, *touches easily）; see （Levin 1993: 149, 155）.
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3.2. hit > look for
As is also clear from Tsunodaʼs study, some languages treat pursuit verbs as intransitives, 
while some other assimilate them to the transitive class. The former case can be illustrated by 
European languages, where many pursuit verbs take oblique （prepositional） objects; cf. Eng-
lish look for, German warten auf ʻwait forʼ; see Christol 1998: 474 ff. for more examples. The 
latter case is attested in Japanese where all pursuit predicates are transitive:
Japanese （Jacobsen 1992: 46）
（3） tomodati o       matu
 friend     ACC wait
 ʻwait for a friendʼ
（4） apaato       o      sagasu
 apartment ACC look.for
 ʻlook for an apartmentʼ
Similar variation in the treatment of pursuit predicates is attested for ergative languages. 
While Eskimo treats pursuit verbs as transitives, for Australian languages pursuit verbs con-
stitute a cut-off point on the transitivity hierarchy: rather than taking the transitive ERG-ABS 
pattern, they opt for the ERG–OBL or ABS–OBL patterns （Tsunoda 1981; cf. Blake 1977）. 
Consider the following example from Djaru:
Djaru （Tsunoda 1981: 407）
（5） Mawun-tu  nga-ø-la                           jaji-wu              jarra nyang-an 
 man-ERG C-3sgAGRs-3sgAGRdat kangaroo-DAT wait-PRES
 ʻA man waits for （looks for） a kangarooʼ
Note that contact verbs are treated as transitives in Djaru, indeed most Australian languages 
do not distinguish lexically between ʻbreakʼ and ʻhitʼ （Dixon 1980: 103）.6 
On the other hand, for Caucasian languages, where contact verbs pattern intransitively, 
the hierarchy predicts that （some） pursuit verbs will pattern intransitively as well. This pre-
diction is borne out; for example, in Ingush the ʻwaitʼ predicate takes the ABS-OBL （absolu-
tive-allative） pattern （Nichols 1994: 118）. Sometimes, pursuit verbs share the same pattern 
with verbs of contact. Thus, in Lezgian QeQün ʻlook forʼ and galuq’un ʻhit （against）ʼ govern 
the same ʻpostessiveʼ case （Haspelmath 1993: 274）. And Basque, as is described by Tsunoda 
（1981）, uses the same ERG-DAT pattern （in alternation to the transitive） for both the pur-
suit and the contact type.
Lazard （1998: 144） includes both verbs of pursuit and contact into his class of ʼaimingʼ 
verbs denoting “actions directed towards an object but without necessarily attaining or affect-
ing it”. Note however that Lazardʼs notion of ʻaiming verbsʼ extends even further to include 
verbs of directed perception （ʻlook atʼ）, emotional attitudes （ʻworry aboutʼ）, and of social in-
teraction （ʻhelpʼ, ʻspeak toʼ）. As evidence for taking ʻaiming verbsʼ as a natural class Lazard 
refers to the fact that in many Oceanic languages they constitute a group of “middle” verbs 
selecting an ABS–DIR frame （cf. Chung 1978: 47）.7 
6 Yet some of them distinguish these meanings grammatically through an antipassive alternation.
7 Cf. also Blume （1997） for a comparative study of ʻinteraction verbsʼ in European and Polynesian languages.
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3.3. search >>  go
Most languages including the ones discussed above treat motion verbs as intransitives, al-
though they may admit some few into the transitive class （cf. English enter, leave; see also 
Dixon 1991: 281 for a discussion of ʻpreposition omissionʼ with motion verbs）. Admittedly, 
languages differ in the extent to which they extend the transitive pattern to the motion type. 
As compared to English, Japanese （not surprisingly, given that pursuit verbs take invariably 
a transitive pattern）, allows more motion verbs to appear in a transitive construction 
（Jacobsen 1992: 50）. 
Japanese （Jacobsen 1992: 46, 32） 
（6） rooka o      hasiru
 hall   ACC run
 ʻrun down the hallʼ
This construction however is mostly reserved to cases when the location is traversed com-
pletely and unidirectionally, elsewhere it alternates with the intransitive NOM–LOC frame:
（7） rooka de     hasiru
 hall    LOC run
 ʻrun in the hallʼ
The preference of motion verbs for intransitive constructions pertains to languages of differ-
ent alignment type, at least to those that have case morphology. In languages, which lack the 
case category, the distinction can be blurred, however. Thus, Mathews & Yip （1994: 136） 
note that in （Cantonese） Chinese many verbs of motion and posture （ʻgo toʼ, ʻsit onʼ） that are 
intransitive in other languages take an O like transitive verbs.
4.  Route 2 on the semantic map: From ‘break’ to ‘freeze’
In this section I shall present evidence from typologically diverse languages for the ranking 
of particular verb types on the second sub-hierarchy leading from ʻbreakʼ to ʻfreezeʼ.
4.1. break > see
As repeatedly noted in the typological literature, many languages – both accusative and erga-
tive – distinguish ʻaffective verbsʼ from transitives. In some languages verbs of perception are 
treated as belonging to this class on a par with the verbs of cognition and emotion. Thus, in 
Japanese perception predicates can pattern either transitively or intransitively: the former 
pattern is found with verbs of attentive perception the latter with inactive perception, which 
take the DAT–NOM pattern:
Japanese （Jacobsen 1992: 30, 31）
（8） （Watashi wa）   kokuban       o      mita
 （I            TOP） blackboard ACC look-at-PAST
 ʻI looked at the blackboardʼ
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（9） （Watashi ni）      kokuban     ga      mieta
 （I            DAT） blackboard NOM see/visible-PAST
 ʻI saw the blackboardʼ
Not surprisingly, emotion predicates that are lower in the hierarchy also take the intransitive 
pattern:
Japanese （Shibatani 2001:  312）
（10） Mami ni        （wa）  Hata-sensei      ga        osorosii （sooda）
 Mami DAT （TOP） Hata-professor NOM  fear（ful）
 ʻMami is afraid of Professor Hataʼ
Similarly, in some ergative languages verbs of perception pattern intransitively. Again 
Caucasian languages, which display an inverse pattern with perception predicates, can serve 
as an example （cf. Tsunoda 1981, Drossard 1991, Lazard 1998 for discussion and further ex-
empliﬁcation）. Consider the following examples from Avar （contrasted with the transitive 
construction）, where cognition and perception predicates take an experiencer in the locative 
case, while emotion predicates take an experiencer in the dative case. 
Avar （Blake 2001: 121 from Ebeling 1966）
（11） Inssucc-a            j-as       j-e-cc-ula 
 （M）father-ERG F-child F-praise-PRES
 ʻThe father praises the girlʼ
（12） Inssu-du              j-as      j-ix-ula 
 （M）father-LOC F-child F-see-PRES
 ʻThe father sees the girlʼ
（13） Inssu-je               j-as      j-óλ’- ula 
 （M）father-DAT F-child F-love-PRES
 ʻThe father loves the girlʼ
Thus, in all these languages verbs of perception share intransitive pattern with other mental 
verbs, although they do not necessarily display the same case-marking of arguments. A simi-
lar situation obtains in many Indic and Dravidian languages, where perception predicates 
also take a non-canonical subject （Onishi 2001）.
4.2. see/know >> like/fear
Languages cited above do not provide evidence for the relative ranking of perception and 
emotion predicates, since both take an intransitive pattern. For perception verbs however it is 
rather an exception than the rule, since in most languages （inactive） perception verbs as ʻseeʼ 
and ʻhearʼ pattern transitively （cf. Tsunoda 1981, Blake 1994: 57, Palmer 1994: 26）. This has 
been generally conﬁrmed by Bossongʼs （1998） study of the experiencer construction in Eu-
ropean languages which showed that ʻseeʼ-verbs show a strong predilection for a transitive 
construction with a subject experiencer, while ʻlikeʼ-verbs show an equally strong predilec-
tion for the ʻinverseʼ object experiencer construction （Haspelmath 2001: 61）. The European 
languages from Bossongʼs sample are mainly nominative, but the same reference for percep-
tion verbs to pattern transitively can be observed in ergative languages as well （as can be 
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readily seen from the table in Tsunoda 1981）. Thus, Tsunoda notes that ʻseeʼ is used as an ex-
emplary transitive predicate in many descriptions of Australian languages, while emotion 
predicates often select for some other case-frame, typically ABS-OBL like in Djaru: 
Djaru （Tsunoda 1981: 407）
（14） Ngali      nga-li-nyanta      minyirri  ngumpirr-a
 we.ABS C-1duS-3sgLOC shy.ABS woman-LOC
 ʻWe are shy of the womanʼ
Also ʻsplit intransitiveʼ （or split-S） languages, which consistently differentiate between 
agentive and patientive subjects, are instructive in that respect. It seems that few of these lan-
guages treat ʻseeʼ-verbs as having a patientive subject, as is the case in Oneida which groups 
ʻseeʼ together with ʻlikeʼ and ʻsickʼ. Most split-S languages, however, assimilate ʻseeʼ to seman-
tic transitives with agentive subjects and patientive objects. Thus, Ika treats ʻseeʼ as agentive, 
while ʻknowʼ, ʻafraidʼ and ʻtiredʼ are non-agentive. Similarly, in Guarani ʻseeʼ is transitive, 
while emotion verbs take a patientive subject. The same holds for Acehnese, where ʻseeʼ is 
cross-referenced as an agentive subject verb and needs to take a special detransitivizing 
marker （the ʻaccidental actionʼ preﬁx teu-） in order to shift to the patientive subject class 
（Durie 1985: 60）.
4.3. like/fear >> freeze/be cold
Tsunoda does not include sensation predicates into his classiﬁcation, apparently because his 
hierarchy is concerned with two place verbs, while sensation predicates are predominantly 
one place. Still there is a class of emotion predicates like ʻbe sadʼ which seem to be similar in 
terms of the number of valencies to sensation predicates like ʻbe coldʼ （see Kemmer 1993: 
128 ff. on the distinction between two-participant and one-participant mental events）. Thus, 
Onishi （2001） assigns both groups into the same class of “one- or two-place verbs with af-
fected S/A”. Interestingly, even within this class sensations sometimes pattern differently 
from verbs of emotion. Consider the case from Quechua, where sensation predicates take the 
Subject in the ACC case:
Quechua （Hermon 2001: 151）
（15） ñuka-ta   chiri-wa-rki-mi
 me-ACC cold-AGRo.1sg-PAST3-IF
 ʻI was coldʼ
（16） ñuka-ta-ka       uma-ta        nana-wa-n-mi
 me-ACC-TOP head-ACC hurt-AGRo.1sg - PRES3-IF
 ʻMy head hurts meʼ
As noted by Hermon （2001: 151–152） other mental verbs including those of emotion dis-
play the canonical pattern with the nominative experiencer （with the exception of muna- 
ʻwantʼ that takes the accusative subject）. In Tariana （Amazonian） there is a small class of 
verbs （Sio verbs in Aikhenvaldʼs （2001） classiﬁcation） that takes the S in the objective case, 
rather than in the unmarked case （Aikhenvald 2001）. As noted by Aikhenvald （2001: 180）, 
this class mostly includes predicates of physical state. In Amele （Papuan） sensation predi-
cates pattern as impersonal constructions with object-experiencers. As noted by Roberts 
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（1987: 316）, the majority of impersonal constructions are used to refer to a physiological 
state （ʻtiredʼ, ʻitchyʼ, ʻcoldʼ, ʻhurtʼ, ʻbreathlessʼ）, although some few refer to emotional states 
（ʻsorryʼ, ʻwillingʼ） and one verb – to the mental state （ʻaware/understandʼ）.8 
5. Conclusions and open questions
Above I noted that the verb type hierarchy proposed by Tsunoda conﬂates several semantic 
dimensions.9 Once these dimensions are disentangled into separate sub-hierarchies we ﬁnd 
how exceptions to the hierarchy mentioned in §1 fall into place. Note that all these excep-
tions concern the relative ranking of the pursuit predicates vis-à-vis mental verbs. As argued 
above, pursuit type cannot be reasonably ranked with respect to mental verbs since the two 
types display a deviation from a transitivity prototype in a different way; in particular, only 
the latter hierarchy involves a decrease of agentivity of the A participant. With these amend-
ments, the two-dimensional hierarchy can be set up as a universal hierarchy having predic-
tive power. If some （some members of） the verb types lower in the hierarchy display the 
transitive pattern, （some members from） the verb types higher in the hierarchy will do so as 
well. 
As a further illustration of independence of the sub-hierarchies on the two-dimensional 
map consider extensions of transitivity along the hierarchy in English and Japanese. If one 
operates in terms of a one-dimensional hierarchy it hardly makes sense to ask which of the 
languages is “more transitive”, that is more liberal in extension of the transitive pattern. How-
ever, such a comparison makes perfect sense in terms of a two-dimensional hierarchy. In-
deed, Japanese is more permissive in extension of the transitive pattern along the ﬁrst sub-hi-
erarchy: as noted above it treats pursuit predicates （and even many motion verbs） as 
transitive. On the other hand, English is more liberal than Japanese in extending of the transi-
tive pattern along the second sub-hierarchy as it assimilates mental verbs to the transitive 
pattern. This is consistent with Jacobsenʼs （1992） conclusion that English （unlike Japanese） 
downplays the distinction between the verb types in agentivity/volitionality, while Japanese 
（unlike English） does not make a consistent distinction between intended （potentially resul-
tative） and accomplished （actually resultative） actions.10 
It is clear that the present paper leaves a number of issues open. First, while the verb 
type hierarchy （whether one-dimensional or two-dimensional） predicts that the verb types 
down the hierarchy can switch from the transitive to intransitive pattern （or a verb class in 
8 Another instructive example comes from Malayalam. As noted by Jayaseelan （2004: 230）, while mental psych-
verbs allow for both NOM and DAT subjects, physical sensations take only the latter. Interestingly if a verb referring 
to a physical sensation （e.g. vedaNicc- ʻfeel painʼ） exceptionally takes a NOM subject it is interpreted as （metaphor-
ically） referring to mental suffering.
9 The same conﬂation is found in the typology of verb types proposed by Onishi （2001）, where mental predicates 
and pursuit/interaction verbs are treated as subclasses of the same group （Class II in his classiﬁcation: ʻtwo place 
verbs with less agentive A and less affected Oʼ）. More generally, it is doubtful if a one-dimensional universal hierar-
chy of semantic （thematic） relations can be constructed. Indeed, Experiencer and Instrument are opposed to Agent 
along different dimensions （the former characterized as affected, the latter lacking the agentʼs sentience） and thus 
cannot be ranked in relation to each other on a principled basis.
10 Further, as noted by Jacobsen （1992: 47）, Japanese is also more restrictive than English in extending a transitive 
pattern to verb types involving a symmetrical relation between the participants （ʻmarryʼ, ʻresembleʼ）. This is still an-
other dimension of the transitivity hierarchy, which will not be addressed here （but see a brief discussion in §5 of 
Malchukov 2005）.
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question will be split between the two patterns）, this approach does not predict which pattern 
would be used. Yet, as discussed in Malchukov （2005）, there are certain regularities in that 
domain. To give one example: the verbs of the active perception （of the ʻlookʼ-type）, when 
pattern intransitively usually select a NOM-OBL pattern （or an ABS-OBL pattern in an erga-
tive language）, but not the “inverse” （DAT-NOM, or DAT-ABS pattern）, while inactive per-
ception verbs （the ʻseeʼ-type） often opt for the latter pattern （Tsunoda 1981; Primus 1999; 
Malchukov 2005）. In Malchukov （2005）, I outlined an approach coached in Optimality 
Theory, which allows to make predictions concerning the preferred case frames for verb 
types on Tsunodaʼs hierarchy on the basis of few functional constraints （Role Faithfulness, 
Distinguishability, Economy）; see also Malchukov & de Swart 2009, Beavers 2010; von 
Heusinger & Kaiser 2010 for a follow up discussion.
Another open question, concerns the level of granularity of particular verb classes on 
the verb hierarchy. It is clear that many of the verb classes on the hierarchy allow for further 
decomposition （e.g., verbs of pursuit correspond to several subclasses in the more ﬁne-
grained classiﬁcations such as Levinʼs 1993 well known study of English verb classes）. Con-
structing a richer semantic map incorporating more semantic classes is an outstanding ques-
tion which needs collaborative efforts on the part of typologists and descriptive linguists 
specializing in particular languages. This is a topic of the current project on the typology of 
valency classes currently conducted at Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology 
in Leipzig （see http://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/staff/malchukov.php for the project descrip-
tion）, which brings together the tradition of the study of transitivity splits pioneered by 
Tasaku Tsunoda （1981; 1985） with another inﬂuential research tradition aiming at the ﬁne-
grained verb taxonomies, associated with the work of Beth Levin （1993） and her followers. 
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